
           Stefani Scovolo is a Texas-born, Singer-Songwriter, who has 
lived in Nashville, New York, Europe and now LA. Her experience 
in all these places has enabled her to experience all kinds of great 
music. Stefani studied at Belmont University in Nashville, TN 
where she received a BBA degree in Music Business. Her work 
as an songwriter has included releases on Warner Japan with a 
number one single on the charts in late 2011 and  other songs 
placed in various TV shows and film including a recent placement 
on the Showtime network show, "Shameless". Stefani also has a 
single coming out this fall one of the biggest dance labels out of 
Europe, Armada Music , where she is featured as an artist and 
songwriter both.  Another release on Ministry of Sound's label 
Hed Kandi came out this summer on a best of 2013 anthems 
compilation which featured some of Europe's best pop and dance 
hits. 

Her Nashville and New York City songwriting trips led to co-
writes with several top songwriters and she is very excited about 
some recent co-writes in LA, her home-base. Bringing together 
songwriters in LA is another pass Stefani is great at, and her 
Nashville style songwriter rounds are fun to attend. Her versatility 
to write in several genres has been an asset in co-writes, but she 
has a special flair for catchy pop hooks and emotional power 
ballads with themes/ story lines that can be appreciated by all 
ages.  
       Some songwriters Stefani has collaborated with are the 
following:
Nashville- Jane Bach (Reba), Bobby Braddock (Blake Shelton), 
Marc Beeson (Restless Heart), Greg Barnhill (Trisha Yearwood), 
Andrew Rollins (Nashville tv show), Karen Staley (Faith Hill), Jeff 
Nelson (Word), to name a few. 
LA, NY, Europe- Rob Kleiner (CeeLo), Cindy Alma (Armin Van 
Buuren), Alessandro Calemme (Pia Toscano), Gerry Stober (BMG 
writer), Qura Rankin (various films), Niclas Molinder (Lady Gaga), 
Leonidas Chantzaras (Imagem A&R), to name a few. 
She enjoys cowriting and is very open to new collaborations. 
    Stefani also has her own album which is also now approved for 



sale in all SoCal Whole Foods Market stores. Since Stefani has a 
passion to promote a chemical-free and healthy lifestyle, 
she partnered with a popular brand called Acure Organics who 
sent one of their representatives to the album release show. 
Stefani self- funded, self- produced and wrote all the songs on the 
album. As she began to find some of her favorite songs not only in 
song quality but in sound quality. Dan Wilson, who wrote 
"Someone Like You" for Adele, introduced Stefani to Philip Allen, 
a recording engineer in West Hollywood at Harmony Studios who 
received a Grammy award for engineering the song. He agreed to 
work with Stefani and the album began. Stefani recorded most of 
the vocals there and did all the editing and mixing together with 
Philip, which was an amazing learning process. Stefani did the 
album with live instrumentation so she called on the best 
musicians in Nashville and LA to record , some of them in their 
own studios and some of them at Record Shop Nashville. Once 
the mixes were ready, Stefani was able to work with a legendary, 
award winning , now mastering engineer, Shelly Yakus. The 
album is entitled "I Remember," which is in memory of her 
grandma, Mary Alice. 

Link to some of Stefani's writing
https://soundcloud.com/stefaniscovolo/sets/songs-pub-stefani

Link to her album
https://soundcloud.com/stefaniscovolo/sets/new-ep-in-the-works-
stefani


